Changes in absolute power values of EEG spectra in the follow-up of Alzheimer's disease.
We have studied the absolute and relative power and amplitude of EEG spectra (T6-02) of 24 patients with "probable" Alzheimer's disease at the early stage of the disease and 1 year later and also compared the values to those of normal elderly controls. A remarkable variability of the absolute values was evident both for the patients and for the controls. The AD patients had significantly higher absolute theta amplitude and power and the absolute beta values tended to decrease compared to controls. Absolute delta and alpha values did not differ from those of the controls. The relative delta, theta and alpha power and amplitude, and beta amplitude showed significant changes in AD patients, whereas the relative beta power was unchanged. In the follow-up of AD patients at 1 year, absolute alpha values decreased and delta values tended to increase. As to relative values, both the alpha and the delta significantly changed but the theta and the beta were unaltered. We conclude that both absolute and relative power and amplitude values should be considered in EEG studies of dementia patients. Absolute values are especially useful in follow-up.